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A report on the progress in coupled channel methods applied
to ion-atom collisions is presented. A new approximation
scheme for collisions with correlated atoms is described and
tested. * n ~ ;-,-

INTRODUCTION u^* ^

In the past decade our group at Texas ASM has been involved in developing new
numerical methods for describing ion atom collisions [1]. \le have limited our-
selves to those systems where it is accurate to treat the projectile-target
trajectory classically and the motion of the projectile-target electrons in the
static independent particle model (IPM). We have shown that this reduces to
solving the time dependent perturbation of a single electron atom with of course
the proviso that one must calculate all the relevent single particle amplitudes
that describe the many electron states of interest. Up until now two electron
correlations have been included only as Pauli effects.

To solve the single electron problem we have used the well known method of cou-
pled channels. However to meet the challenges offered by the variety of experi-
ments that have been performed it has been necessary to develop the method not
only to increase its efficiency but also to understand deeply in what way dis-
cretized pseudostates represent the continuum of ionized states.

The result of our work has been the production of a fast efficient computer code
that has made the solution of the single particle problem almost routine. With
it we have been able to explore in detail the efficacy of some common approxima-
tion schemes such as the Glauber approximation [2]. We have also demonstrated
that medium to high energy electron-hydrogen scattering can be usefully treated
with semi-classical methods, and have emphasized what a great deal can be
learned from the use of positive and negative projectiles impinging with the
same speed on an atom.

If the single electron problem is solved then possibly the future lies with two
electron correlation effects, i.e. the many body problem.

The speed of the computer programs developed has made it feasible to solve some
two electron systems exactly. This technique however is not easily extended to
a many-body situation.

We have therefore developed an efficient new many-body method that has the
speed characteristic of the single-electron problem yet has the flexibility to
be applied to give an approximate solution with almost no effort and an increas-
ingly accurate one with the expenditure of more computer time. In tests against
exactly soluble two-body systems of experimental interest it has been shown that
the simplest approximation called the three stage approximation (TSA) is accu-
rate.
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It is impossible (and not particularly desirable) in a report such as this to
describe in detail every aspect of the progress that has been made. The refer-
ences cited already will lead the interested reader to detailed articles.
Rather we shall describe one such advance which is the understanding of the dis-
cretization of the continuum. This is done in the next section. In the follow-
ing sections we describe work on an ongoing project to calculate collisions with
correlated systems.

THE DISCRETIZATION OF THE CONTINUUM

In the coupled-channel method (CCM) the wavefunction * is expanded in N Hilbert
space vectors defined by a projection operator P. The Hamiltonian, H, describ-
ing the target atom can be diagonalized in this space,

PHP Pu, = APu, ,

A A

and hence an explicit representation given for P

P - I u*(r)ux(r'),
and the conjugate operator Q satisfies

P + Q = 1.

The spectrum of X contains both positive and negative energies. They are dis-
crete.

The real spectrum of H, given by

{T + vsp)<j>c = H^j. •= E<jv ,

has discrete negative energies and a continuum of positive energies. In some
way the discrete X represents the real spectrum. Here vsp is the single parti-
cle potential.

An interesting result (see for example Reading and Ford [3]) is that

<u, |PHQ <j>c>
v A E

E - X

For many bases the matrix PHP is tr idiagonal and there is omy one element of
PHQ non-zero, i . e . <N|H|N+1>. Thus

< N | H | N + 1 > < U , | N >

|x> ' ' E-X | .

Now as X •*• E

P$E = N Pux . (1)

This result is important because it demonstrates the connection between the con-
tinuous and discrete spectra. It is only exactly true for tri-dia«pwal ma-
trices.

We may find N by using the equation

P*E = P X E + PGQ(E) PvspP4>E (2)



and substituting for P$£. Here XE 1S tne unperturbed incoming free-particle
state. Also [4] we may demonstrate the width A of energy spread to be asso-
ciated with each discrete k.

The single electron problem is easy as there is a simple connection between the
energy and the type of state. If the energy is negative the ux represents a
bound state. If the energy A is positive the ux represents a group of width A
of continuum states. In the two electron problem there is a difficulty. If we
diagonalize in a product single particle representation we will produce some
eigenvalues which are positive. By looking at the decomposition of the eigen-
vector ux we may see that our state is for example almost a pure Is8s
admixture. We therefore feel fairly confident in assigning to this the charac-
ter of a singly ionized state. However our diagonaiization may have produced a
Is8s and a 4s5s mixture. Is this state doubly ionized or single ionized?

A simple way out of this is to use eqs (1) and (2):

Here the sum on 'c1 is over configurations of the system when the two electrons
are separated and RI is the residual interaction. We can find ac in terms of N
and hence find what mixture of configurations the pseudostate ux represents.
Thus the CCM can be used for the two electron problem.

THE MANY-BODY PROBLEM

Atomic physics is the ideal place for developing new many-body techniques as
the forces are well known and the choice of systems to study numerous. If one
wishes for example to emphasize Pauli correlations the inner shells of an atom
are ideal. If one wishes to explore the subtleties of configuration interaction
then the outer shells offer fertile grounds. The many body relativistic problem
can also be explored using heavier atoms.

As far as ion-atom collisions are concerned though little real progress has
been made in this area. Perhaps this is because the single electron collision
itself is already considered to be reasonably difficult from the theoretical
point of view and that unwittingly or not experiments tend to focus on on this
aspect of any collision.

For example say we wish to demonstrate Pauli correlations in inner shells. A
typical experiment one might think of is to measure K-sheli X-rays induced by
light ion collisions. We might anticipate that this would give correlation
information because from a naive perturbative point of view it would seem that
intermediate virtual states already occcupied in the atom would be blocked.
That is, the presence of the electrons in the L-shell along with the correla-
tions produced by the exclusion principle might be thought to prevent, or at
least alter, the distortion produced in the K-shell by the projectile. Such
terms occur all the time in infinite nuclear matter calculations.

But what we are actually measuring here is not the exclusive cross section for
producing a hole in the K-shell and leaving the other shells alone but rather
the inclusive cross section for producing a K-shell hole with no regard to the
occupancy of other states. This difference between the exclusive and inclusive
cross sec î n is very important. The former involves a condition on the "pas-
sive" electrons which depends on the Pauli correlation, the latter does not. In
the independent particle model the presence of the "passive" electrons strangely
enough does not introduce the blocking terms that one might expect in the per-
turbation calculation of the relevent single electron amplitudes [5-7],



To easily demonstrate the existence and effect of two-body correlations it is
necessary to measure two electron processes. An example is given in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 1. Charge-transfer-K-shell hole coincidence cross sections for protons,
alpha particles and lithium ions in collision with neon. The experimental
points are from Rodbro et al. [83 except the solid squares which are from
Cocke et al. [9], The cross sections o^ p^, calculated in the independent
particle model (IPM) include Pauli correlations. They rise as the perturbation
increases so that they lie above the calculated results, o ^ , appropriate to
when only a single electron is present. This coincidence experiment measures
°£P^K# The cross sections o£|<can be measured by adding and subtracting
electrons from the projectile.

Here we plot the cross sections for simultaneous observation of a K-shell vacan-
cy and a captured electron. The theoretically predicted signal of the enhance-
ment of the cross section at low energies has not yet been observed but is in
principle measurable. The origin of the effect is a coherent enhancement (or
suppression) of independent multi-electron events which we call CESIME proces-
ses. CESIME processes are unique to atomic physics because we can isolate the
Pauli correlations in this case by using the inner shells. More generally it is
a two body interaction between the electrons, i.e., the Coulomb force, that is
responsible for two electron correlations but it is still true that in a colli-
sion the .easiest way to demonstrate correlations is to involve at least two
electrons. Becker et al. [10] have emphasised the importance of the shake off



process following the primary production of a K-shell vacancy in multi-L-shell
hole production. McGuire [11] has suggested the double ionisation of Helium by
positively and negatively charged projectiles as an ideal situation for studying
dynamic two-body correlation. Yet another exarple is given by charge transfer
to a proton of an inner shell electron later tc be knocked off by an inelastic
collision with an electron in an outer shel] [12].

If we can convince ourselves that there are available collisional many-body ex-
periments that could be performed we are still left with the question: how are
we to calculate such processes accurately?

AN EXACT METHOD FOR THE PERTURBATION OF A TWO ELECTRON SYSTEM

As litt'.e time as two years ago the proton hydrogen problem was considered to
be one of the hardest numerical problems in ion atom collsions. This was be-
cause cot only is ionisation an important channel for electron flux loss from
the target but charge transfer is also important and we have to deal with trans-
lational factors and non-orthogonal basis sets not to mention such things as
linear dependence [13]. Now by modern methods this and similar problems are
solved almost routinely. The basic reason is the existence of a fast algorithm
for solving the single centered expansion (SCE) method [12]. This refers to a
method of solving the system of a single electron atom in some initial state |i>
being perturbed by a classically moving projectile. Briefly the single electron
Hamiltonian is diagonalised in some truncated Hilbert space- of basis functions
represented by the projection operator P. These functions are centered on the
target.

Ph(rk) Pui(rk,t) = A1 PUi (rk,t) = ffi-|j PUj (rk,t) . (1)

The perturbed time dependent wave-function 4>.j(r,t) satisfies the equation

it. |̂  - h(?k) - v •i(?k,t) = 0

with boundary condition that <j>i (r^.- tL) = Uj(r|<,-tL) •

We expand 4>j in the eigenstates of the projected Hamiltonian,

^(rk,t) = I u.(rk,t) U^-ft,-!^) a (2)

and the coefficients Ujj(t.-tL) are determined variationally. The matrix formed
by the coefficients is called the U-matrix or time developement operator.

In principle the same method could be applied to a many electron atom but the
magnitude of the matrices to be manipulated becomes very large very quickly.
For example a typical single electron problem might take as many as one hundred
basis states to achieve satisfactory convergence. The same systesa with two
electrons would need the square of this number i.e., ten thousand (though maybe
symmetry could be used to reduce this somewhat). Such is the developement of
the numerics of the field that this might even be feasible on a modem com-
puter. However the three electron problem would not be. Because of this dif-
ferent schemes have been tried. In practice the most common is time dependent
HartreeFock [14-15]. However in atomic systems as the Born approxiaation is
often valid the most important two electron correlation is often in the initial
and final states of the many electron system. This cannot be described in the
single determinantal picture of Hartree-Fock. Other schemes such as shake-off
calculations try to take into account this fact but in reducing the problem back



to a single electron atom they invariably run into nonorthogonality ambiguities.

A NEW NUMERICAL METHOD

In a subject as old as the many-body problem there is no miracle solution to be
suddenly discovered. To invent some practical method of accurately describing
the collision of two general many-fermion quantum mechanical systems is tough.
What we must do therefore is take as much advantage as we can of the precise
system under consideration.

The main advantage of an ion atom collision is that the time-dependence of the
system is governed by the predetermined classical trajectory of the heavy pro-
jectile and target nucleus. This gives us a crucial advantage: the state vec-
tors of the system before the collision begins are orthogonal and complete and
remain so at all times throughout the collision [7]. This is not true in the
"wave-picture" of two colliding quantum mechanical systems. There the separa-
tion of the two nuclei can be called R. The state vectors are not orthogonal at
each R. Only after R has been integrated over do we achieve orthogonality.

Secondly, as we can see from the ingenuity that we have had to use to demon-
strate two body correlations experimentally, the IPM gives quite an accurate
picture.

Consider some sensible static single particle interaction, vsp(r), which we
know roughly describes the average potential each electron will experience dur-
ing the collision.

In a proton-atom system it might be the Hartree-Fock potential of the ground
state of the atom. This is not the true potential the electron sees througout
the collision. First of all even if the proton does not collide with the atom
the real potential any electron sees is a many-body potential not a single par-
ticle one. Secondly the proton will change the position of the electrons and
their influence on the other electrons will be altered. However notice that
this latter change demands at least one interaction with the projectile. In
many situations in atomic physics the projectile-electron interaction can be
considered as weak and this change will be small. What is important is that
after the "active" electron has been struck, without any further interactions
with the proton at all the "passive" electrons will all collide with it. The
fact that they may have changed their positions due to the interaction with the
proton before this is crucial. The fact that we only calculate this change in
the approximation of the passive electrons moving in the static potential may
not be important. ' •

We translate these ideas into mathematics in the following way. We first write
down an N-electron Halmiltonian, Hsp, which is purely single particle and
introduce the N-electron single determinant eigenstates of this,

Hsp x- = I h(rk) x- =
a

t x- = ifi 3t X- (3)

and solve for the perturbation of this by the projectile-potential V,

[Hsp + V] • = it. It

This in reality is a single electron problem that we can solve with comparitive
ease. We can construct from the single electron U-matrix, U-jj, the N-electron
U-matrix ,Uacx', and the N-electron determinantal wave function,

Ua,a (t,-tL) (4)



where

V e t ( t'" tL ) = det{UiJ (t,-tL)} . " (5^

These wavefunctions give a reasonably accurate description of the N-eiectron
system. They are deficient first of all because the states x- are not true
eigenstates of the many-body Hamiltonian. The true eigenstates are xs which
satisfy

[Hsp + RI] Xg = egXg = iH ̂  Xg (6)

Here RI is the residual interaction. We may use the eigenstates ot the IPM N-
electron Hamiltonian to re-express the true eigenstates as

XB = I X- (t)exp(ieat - let) a0a(-tL) (7)
a

and note the identity

i^t + iea,t) <S|[ea + RI]a'> a^, (-tj = ep a ^ - t ^ (8)

The coefficients a$a may be found in any convenient manner. We have chosen in
this work to diagonalise the matrix equation Eq. (8) but perturbation theory
would do just as well for many-body applications. With a sensible choice of the
single electron potential the coefficients a^a' are almost delta functions any-
way. Of course it is crucial that they are not exactly delta functions other-
wise the single electron states would be the real eigenstates of the many-body
system.

We now use the fact that we can solve the time dependent perturbation of the
single electron system by expanding the true N-particle state vector 4»g in the
time dependent basis

•e - !•«(*) exP O V - u£) V ( t ) (9)

The notation of Eq. (7) is now clear. Especially notice the energy factors in
Eq. (9). These have been introduced to allow the coefficients aga to have the
right boundary conditions at t=-t]_.

The solution for the coefficients aga is formally given by

a B«(tW, Texp ( 4 /tLHdf}aalafia,(-tL) (10)

where by T we indicate the time ordered Dyson product and M is the matrix

I | ex • > ] exp(-Uot + i^.t) . (11)

In Eq. (11) the matrix elements refer to the states tya.

Note that at the lower limit the integral is convergent because as t approaches
-tL the states ^a turn into states Xa- Now because of Eq. (8) the integrand
operating on the coefficients <3ga'(

tL) 9^ves

This is *n important observation. For any time tL, not necessarily a large



time, the leading order correction to aga' is zero. Only after the states i>a
have had time to appreciably chanae (because of the interaction of the projec-
tile) does Maa> begin to change at all. With this in mind we approximate <Pa by
the expression.

*e - I *a(t) e x p O ^ t - ieet) aeo(-tL) . (12)
a

We use *g in a t-matrix expression to obtain an approximation for the U-matrix
for the N-body system, to wit

Ve ̂ '-l0 = V' " *' V %dt ' {13)

This has the advantage that at. least the Born approximation is built in com-
pletely accurately.

DISCUSSION

An idea of the reliability to be expected from the approximation of Eq. (13) can
be obtained by asking how should we expect the tya to vary with time. If we are
at high energies then a reasonable approximation for t|/a might be the Glauber
approximation. In this case tya is approximated as

•a = e x p ( " ?F ' V d t) X5 . (14)

This gives no change in the matrix element M a u<, as the phase factor enters
twice, with complex conjugation, so the effect is zero and the approximation
exact. The fact that we appear to have solved this many-body problem exactly at
high energies is not surprising. If the projectile is moving fast enough the
system has no time to move and notice that it is correlated. Actually we have
been a little hasty in assuming that the phase factors cancel. This is only
strictly true if the residual interaction is local. If we chose the single par-
ticle potential to be Hartree-Fock then the residual interation is non-local and
the cancelation not complete. This is because non-local potentials in a non-
relativistic system give rise to "infinite" speed interactions. No matter how
fast the projectile moves the non-local interaction moves faster and detects
this change.

At lower energies clearly the change in t a will begin to manifest itself in
changes in Maoti and hence in aga(t). However if the time t is kept reasonably
close to -t|_ then this change will not occur and the approximation is again
exact. To calculate the U-matrix of interest though, U(t[_,-tL), we would be
forced to calculate products of U-matrices, viz

V p (tL,-tL) = UB.3M ( V t ^ ) .... U3(n)3(-tL_1,-tL) . (15)

The evaluation of these products is as time consuming as the integration of the
full N-body equation any way so if we have to resort to many such multiplica-
tions we have gained nothing. But now once again we appeal to the particulars
of our problem. If the projectile interaction V is weak then not much change
will occur in M a a«. Thus as a first approximation we propose to evaluate
Ug'3(0,-t|_) using Eq. (12). This is very convenient because by time reversal
symmetry we can also know U(t|_,0).

Thus we propose now a three stage solution to our many-body problem. First the
initial state is fully correlated. It then interacts with the projectile but



only in the approximation of developing in the IPM until the point of closest
approach where the wave function is allowed to collapse into a fully correlated
state. This is allowed again to interact with the projectile in the IPM until
the final fully correlated state is again reached. Clearly this method of three
stages could be augmented by five, seven and so on until convergence is reached.
Even at this level of approximation though the evaluation of Eq. (13) is far
from an easy numerical task and much detailed painstaking work has to be done to
evaluate it.

To gain more insight into these numerics we rearrange Eq. (13) and write

t
U

where

e.B(t.-tL) = 6 + f a*,o,(-tL)/_t exp(iAt)^Ua,a (t,-tL)dt aea (-tL) (16)
a a L

If we rely on the fact that the coefficients ag>a'(-t) are nearly delta func-
tions then the A factor is zero. Recalling that the IPM U-matrix satisfies

we obtain on integration the simple expression

Up.p (t.-tL) = I a*,o, (-tL) Ua,a (t,-tL) a e a (-tL) (17)
a ct

An expression such as this is something which we might have guessed at from a
shake off theory. The states are assumed to propagate freely in the IPM during
the collision but are correlated initially and either again finally in a two
stage calculation, or another two times as in this method. The advantage of
having a formally exact scheme though is that one can see precisely what ap-
proximations one is making. The IPM state x- may be mixed into two many-body
states xsi and xg. But it is not correct toaassume that the projectile will
cause transitions between them with the same facility that it does in the IPM
system. The states here are not degenerate but have the energy separation A and
that is the factor which is neglected in Eq. (17) and it leads to overestimates
in transition probabilties.

NUMERICAL EXAMPLES

So far we have dealt in theories and approximations. Now we must show that this
makes sense in the real world; otherwise we are wasting our time. It has often
been said that if anyone solved the many-body problem exactly there would not be
enough space to write down all the numbers they would produce. This may not be
quite the case here but certainly the number of two electron states one can pro-
duce even in a restricted basis is alarming. To illustrate our theory then we
will first of all discuss two-electron iron. The IPM will be the Hartree-Fock
and we will use only three basis states, all s-states. We can diagonalise the
full two electron Hamiltonian in this basis. Assuming the spin state of the
iron to be a singlet this means the spatial part of the system is symmetric
under interchange of electrons. Thus we obtain six two-electron states from
this procedure. We then scatter a 7 Mev proton off of this system and solve it
in four ways. Firstly we solve the two-body problem exactly; then we solve the
IPM problem; lastly we use the the IPM solution to construct the "no-energy-gap"
approximation of Eq. (17) and the full approximation, the three-stage solution



of Eq. (12). The results are presented in fable 1.

Table 1. A comparison of the exact answer, column 1, to three approximation
schemes for the scattering of a 7 Mev proton from two electron iron. The second
column is the IPM model. The third column is the "no-energy-gap" or shake-off
model (NEG), the fourth column is the "three-stage" approximation (TSA) of this
paper. Only three s-states are used in this illustration so the numbers for the
cross sections obtained (units 10-16 cm2) should not be taken seriously. The
exponents are omitted from columns 2-4.

Transition

lsls-lsls

Isls-ls2s

Isls-ls3s

Isls-2s2s

Isls-2s3s

Isls-3s3s

Exact

0.71-04

0.24-05

, 0.15-05

0.25-09

0.26-09

0.63-10

IPM

0.71

0.24

0.16

0.23

0.26

0.79

NEG

0.71

0.23

0.15

0.30

0.25

3.19

TSA

0.71

0.24

0.15

0.23

0.26

0.62

We have repeated this model calculation with much larger sets of states up to 45
and with two electron helium. The results with this small basis are typical.
The NEG results are good as far as single particle transitions are concerned but
tend to fail for the two particle transitions. The TSA is in excellent agree-
ment with the exact result. We hope to have some practical applications of this
method ready soon [16],
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